SONG FROM HALF MOUNTAIN

D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
NOW THE WIND IS STILL; IN A MOMENT IT WILL BE RAGING
D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
NOW MY SOUL IS YOUNG, IN A MOMENT IT WILL BE AGING
A7        A7            A7       A7
AND HIGH ABOVE THE PINES I WROTE SEVERAL LINES AND
C        C          Bm7       Bm7, D, Dm7+G, C/D
LEFT THEM IN A BOTTLE FOR YOU TO FIND.

D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
NOW THE DREAM IS RISING, IN A MOMENT IT WILL BE PAST
D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
THIS BREATH IS MY FIRST, IT WILL ALL TOO SOON BE MY LAST
A7        A7            A7       A7       C
AND ON A WINDY COAST I MADE SEVERAL TOASTS TO YOU AND ME AND THE SEA
Bm7        Bm7   D, Dm7+G, C/D, D
AND NO ONE HEARD

D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
NOW THE WIND IS STILL; IN A MOMENT IT WILL BE RAGING
D         Dm7+G       C/D               D
NOW MY SOUL IS YOUNG, IN A MOMENT IT WILL BE AGING
A7        A7            A7       A7
AND HIGH ABOVE THE PINES I WROTE SEVERAL LINES AND
C        C          Bm7       Bm7, D, Dm7+G, C/D
LEFT THEM IN A BOTTLE FOR YOU TO FIND.